Abstract: This paper is concerned with the use of genetic algorithms for robust control synthesis, in a context where there is no convex formulation for such design. For that aim, a robustness analysis condition is given in terms of a linear matrix inequality feasibility problem, producing less conservative results than recent parameter dependent Lyapunov based methods (which encompasses quadratic stability) for polytopic uncertainties in linear systems. Since the design criterion is a closed-loop test formulated in the controller parameter space, any control structure constraint is allowed, such as: low-order dynamic controllers, static output feedback controllers, decentralized control, etc. The role of genetic algorithms for the design of "less conservative" and "structure-constrained" controllers is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
This work deals with the following related questions: i) the need of conservativeness reduction in robust control design for linear systems (in the present case, with polytope type uncertainty in the system model); ii) the need of control system design methods for arbitrary controller structures, such as: reduced-order dynamic controllers, static output-feedback controllers, decentralized controllers, etc; iii) and the role of genetic algorithms in this conservativeness reduction and arbitrary structure control system design.
The field of robust control with small-gain-like robustness conditions started with the pioneering work of Zames at the late 70's (Zames, 1979; Zames, 1981) . Nevertheless the conceptual synthesis that work at-1 Grants by CNPq, CAPES, FAPESP and FAPEMIG, Brazil.
tained, it was composed with a theoretical structure of design mechanisms for control systems for which there was not any known computational tool available at that time. During the 80's, a sequence of works was developed with the aim of finding computational methods for "robust control design". Only in 1989 a practical solution to this problem was found (Doyle et al., 1989) , allowing the popularization of this kind of control design and the development of the first realworld applications.
A consequence of the robust control paradigm, as Zames realized (Zames, 1981) , should be the definition of the control design problem as an optimization problem. The practical counterpart to this concept has emerged in the late 80's, first in the form of general linear optimization problems (Bernussou et al., 1989; Geromel et al., 1991) and later as Linear Matrix Inequalities -LMI's (Boyd et al., 1994) .
Immediately after the association of the robust control concept with the formalism of LMI's and with the powerful optimization tools of interior point methods, a lot of research effort has been devoted to the translation of former design conditions and methods to the new framework (Boyd et al., 1994) . In a few years, a theoretical kernel of design algorithms became established, composed by problems with exact solutions (with necessary and sufficient conditions for solution existence and/or optimality) and problems with conservative solutions (with only sufficient conditions for solvability). When "exact" solutions were found, they appeared for the conceptually "pure" cases of static full-state-feedback and full-order dynamic output feedback. Even the problems that had exact solutions for these controller structures were solved with conservative methods only, or remained unsolved, in the case of other controller structures (El Ghaoui et al., 1997) .
After this period, that roughly occurred in the 90's, a main challenge for the robust control theory arose: the development of less conservative design methods for the replacement of the conservative ones, and its extension to arbitrary structure controllers. This means that, although the exact solution of that problems could be even impossible, there should be methods for finding better solutions than the existing ones. A lot of theoretical effort is being devoted now to the development of methods that pursue this challenge. The present work is situated inside this stream.
The "polytope-type" system uncertainty description found a natural framework for its accounting in the LMI's formalism. Within this formalism, the examination of any affine condition over the set of polytope vertices indicates that the condition is satisfied inside the whole polytope. Due to this, and although the polytope uncertainty description was not new, the robust control with robustness to state-space polytopic system uncertainties has emerged with the development of LMI's for control design. Several robust control design methods were based on this reasoning, defining the so-called "guaranteed cost controllers" (Boyd et al., 1994) .
These guaranteed-cost controllers, however, suffered from some conservativeness, since the LMI affine condition that was used implies the system "quadratic stability", i.e., the closed loop system is stable in the whole uncertainty polytope for a single Lyapunov matrix (Boyd et al., 1994) . This constraint, of course, is not necessary for stability, being necessary only for the solvability of that class of design algorithms.
The present work deals with the issue of conservativeness reduction for robust control synthesis in the case of polytope-type uncertainties, and arbitrary structure controllers. More precisely, some new less conservative conditions for stability analysis in polytopes are used. These conditions are stated in the framework of LMI's, and are based on the determination of a set of Lyapunov functions that ensure the system stability in the whole polytope. They provide less conservative results even when compared with very recent parameter dependent Lyapunov methods (de Oliveira et al., 1999; Gahinet et al., 1996; Peaucelle et al., 2000) , being very close to necessity in several examples (Ramos and Peres, 2001b; Ramos and Peres, 2001a) .
The parameterization in a standard LMI control synthesis algorithm involves the definition of some variables that render the problem convex and from which the controller can be restored after the optimization procedure. One of such variables is usually a Lyapunov matrix for the closed-loop system. This prevents the possibility of finding any controller that does not fulfill the quadratic stability assumption with such kind of parameterization. In order to obtain less conservative controllers exploring the above mentioned new robust stability conditions, the present work deals with the optimization variables directly in the controller parameter space. This renders the design algorithm non-convex.
The standard LMI convex parameterization, in general, also lose its convexity when a controller structure (different from the static state feedback or full order dynamic output feedback ones) is imposed. Here, as a by-product of the approach proposed, any controller structure can be easily introduced.
For the applicability of the above mentioned less conservative stability conditions as a method for control design, a non-convex optimization procedure must be used. In order to define a design methodology, this optimization procedure might be, in first place, repeatable, in the sense that the same solution is attained for any (or almost any) algorithm initialization. For general nonlinear optimization problems that are possibly non-convex, non-smooth (and even discontinuous), multimodal, etc, the class of stochastic optimization algorithms is well-suited to attain this specification. For these reasons, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used in this work.
Note that the genetic algorithms are being extensively used for the purpose of implementing the "less conservative" and/or "arbitrary structure" algorithms in several other instances of controller synthesis problems, due to the same reasons. Some examples of applications can be found in (Marrison and Stengel, 1997) . The reasoning that follows is valid, therefore, for any problem of this class.
The meaning of the solutions that are synthesized with the GA's should be understood. The solutions to convex problems found with suitable algorithms can be deterministically found and can be shown to be the exact ones. On the other hand, the solutions to general optimization problems that can be found with GA's are only probabilistically near the global solution.
This probabilistic behavior can lead to two classes of solutions: 1) Repeatable optimal solutions: these solutions, in spite of the probabilistic decision mechanics, are found almost always, no matter what are the initial conditions of the algorithm. 2) Singular-run optimal solutions: these solutions are found for some specific (and rare to occur) initial conditions only, and are not attained by most of the algorithm executions.
Of course, there are problems that have solutions between these classes. It is a matter of computational effort, in these cases, leading them to the first class, since any non-zero probability s of finding the optimal solution means a (1 − s) probability of not finding this solution. Suppose, for instance, that the repeatable solutions are characterized by s r > 0.9. In this case, (1 − s r ) < 0.1, what can be (in a worst-case condition) additively attained with (1 − s) k < (1 − s r ) for a sufficiently large k. The repeatability of the solutions is a basic requisite for a computer-aided design system. This is automatically attained in convex optimization based systems, and can be attained in geneticalgorithm based systems, in the above defined sense. In this sense, the repeatable optimal solution does not need to be equal to the optimal solution, which can be a "singular-run optimal solution". A given solvable problem can have, therefore, only repeatable solutions, only singular-run solutions, or both repeatable and singular-run ones. The repeatability of the GA optimization in a given problem, therefore, has two possible meanings: (i) the problem is sufficiently "simple" for the algorithm parameters complexity, leading to a highly probable solution that is systematically found; or (ii) up to the optimization algorithm complexity, there is no other solution.
Here, the optimization problem is of feasibility only (since, in the present case, it suffices a stable solution). Due to this, the repeatability should be understood as: for the same problem, the GA (almost) always finds a stabilizing solution, or otherwise it (almost) never finds any solution. Differently from problems where an optimal solution is searched, any repeatable solution is necessarily an exact solution.
ROBUST STABILITY CONDITION
Consider a linear system δ(x) = Ax + Bu
where x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m , y ∈ R r , and δ(·) means the derivative operator for continuous-time systems, and the forward operator for discrete-time ones. Suppose that the quadruple (A, B, 
Consider also a dynamic controller
where z ∈ R n c . The closed-loop system becomes:
with
Note that, in order to keep the polytope affine property, the following two conditions should both hold: i) either matrix B or C must be precisely known, or the controller must be strictly proper (L = 0); ii) matrix D must be precisely known (a particular case is the system being strictly proper, i. a given controller, the robust stability of the closedloop uncertain system A can be verified through the results of Lemma 1 (continuous-time systems) and Lemma 2 (discrete-time systems). These LMI conditions encompass quadratic stability and are less conservative than other parameter dependent Lyapunov conditions recently appeared in the literature (de Oliveira et al., 1999; Gahinet et al., 1996; Peaucelle et al., 2000) . See (Ramos and Peres, 2001b; Ramos and Peres, 2001a ) for a numerical comparison.
Lemma 1: Suppose there exist positive definite Lyapunov matrices W j , j = 1, . . . , N such that
Then,
is a parameter dependent Lyapunov function for any
Proof: From (7), W (ξ) is a positive definite parameter dependent Lyapunov matrix. Using (7), the following is obtained:
Imposing conditions (5)-(6) and the fact that ξ j ξ k ≥ 0, one gets
Lemma 2: If there exist positive definite Lyapunov matrices W j , j = 1, . . . , N such that
Then, W (ξ) given by (7) 
FEASIBLE SOLUTION SEARCH WITH A GENETIC ALGORITHM
The synthesis algorithm that searches for a feasible solution for the robust stabilization problem is as follows.
Define vector K as the vector of controller parameters. Note that, for constrained structure controllers, the space of controller parameters simply lose some dimensions in relation to the full-order dynamic controller defined by (3). This procedure can generate, for instance, static output feedback controllers, decentralized controllers, saturated controllers, reduced-order dynamic controllers (a PID controller, for instance), etc. The optimization is performed over the space of free controller parameters.
The overall search domain is defined in terms of upper and lower bounds to the entries of the state feedback gains. In other words, K ub and K lb are defined in such a way that the control parameter vector K satisfies the element-wise inequalities K lb K K ub .
Let a controller parameter vector K i belonging to the parameter domain be given, where i stands for a fixed individual. Consider the set of closed-loop constraints (5), (6), (7) for the continuous-time system (or, equivalently, (11), (12), (13) for discrete-time systems), which can be stated as Φ(K i ) < 0 in terms of LMI's. The following objective function is defined
This LMI system is solved by an algorithm that is set to stop as soon as a t ≤ 0 is found, if it occurs. If no such t is found, the system is found to be unfeasible and a minimum t > 0 is found. Each candidate solution K i is associated, in this way, to a value f (K i ) that, in some sense, measures its "distance" to feasibility. Note that once a feasible solution is found, the search algorithm stops, which means that all vectors K i are unfeasible in the course of the optimization procedure. The function to be minimized is f (·), as defined in (14).
The genetic algorithm used in the stabilizing control synthesis has been chosen among several similar alternatives that could be used in the same way. The particular implementation used here (based on (Michalewicz, 1996) ) has the following features that are stated for data reproducibility:
• the individuals are coded as vectors of floating point real numbers;
• the crossover operation is defined as the substitution of two individuals by two random convex combinations of them;
• the mutation operator is defined as the substitution of one individual by another that is the original with one element randomly (i.e. uniformly distributed inside the interval [0, 1]) selectively perturbed. Perturbations are greater in early generations than in later ones, allowing a tuning capability of the "optimal" solution, if it exists (the best practical solution);
• at each generation, only a subset of the population is randomly chosen to be modified by the "reproduction operations" of crossover and mutation;
• the selection procedure is defined as the "Stochastic Universal Sampling" (Michalewicz, 1996) ;
• the algorithm is tailored to be "elitist" (i.e. the best individual of each generation is almost likely to be preserved) and the best individual of all generations is reported as the solution of the problem;
• the "fitness function" uses the linear scaling.
The algorithm parameters used here are: population size: 80; crossover probability: 0.6; mutation probability: 0.05; maximum of generations: 100; number of individuals for "reproduction": 32; scaling factor of fitness function: 1.8.
EXTENSION TO LPV CONTROL
Another problem that can be addressed through the combination of the robust stability conditions of lemmas 1 and 2 and a genetic algorithm is the determination of an LPV control. For simplicity, this is presented here for the state-feedback case only. The generalization for the dynamic control case is straightforward.
Suppose that the input matrix B in (1) is precisely known and the uncertainty is only in matrix A, that is, A belongs to an uncertain domain described as in (2). The aim is to determine, if possible, a linear parametric varying state feedback control K(ξ) given by
such that the closed-loop uncertain system A A(ξ)+ BK(ξ) is asymptotically stable for all A ∈ D A . Since the vertices A j , K j define closed-loop vertices A j , the robust stability results can be used in order to verify the feasibility of an LPV gain (15).
Note that the existence of such an LPV state feedback gain is a necessary condition for the existence of a robust state feedback control (i.e. K j = K, j = 1, . . . , N), indicating that this procedure can be used as a previous test for the existence of robust gains. Of course, in this case the GA is required to search for a set of control gains K j , j = 1, . . . , N, such that the robust stability conditions are satisfied.
EXAMPLES
In this section some cases of state-feedback controller design for non-quadratically stabilizable systems are presented. Since for state feedback control there is a convex test that can guarantee the impossibility of quadratic stabilizability (Boyd et al., 1994) , the property of conservativeness reduction of the proposed algorithm becomes clear.
For the purpose of giving a meaning to the computational time that is presented, the following informations are needed: a numerical evaluation of the algorithm has been performed in a PC with a Pentium-III 700 MHz and 64 Mbytes of RAM memory using Matlab code.
The upper and lower bounds to the gain entries (r, s) have been determined from the Linear Quadratic Regulator (with Q = I and R = I weighting matrices) solutions computed at each vertex j, j = 1, . . . , N of the uncertainty polytope in the following way:
As first example, several randomly generated uncertain continuous-time systems not quadratically stabilizable have been investigated, with a single input through a precisely known matrix B and two situations: i) robust state feedback gain (figure 1) and ii) LPV state feedback gain (figure 2), for N = 2, 3, 4 (number of vertices) and n = 3, 4, 5 states. The average elapsed time and the variances for solution obtained in the initial population of gains K i , i = 1, . . . , 80) indicated in the figures grows almost linearly with the number of vertices up to N = 4. For N > 4, the genetic algorithm fails to find a feasible solution in both situations. Note that these problems cannot be solved by means of classical known algorithms such as LMI optimization procedures, because the systems are not quadratically stabilizable. Despite the not too large number of vertices, these problems are hard to be solved.
Similar behavior is expected when the number of control inputs increases and n > m, but it seems that a quadratic stabilizing state feedback gain always exists whenever n − m = 1. figure 3 shows how the elements of K(ξ) vary along with ξ 1 . As intuition would indicate, the entries of the robust state feedback control gain lies somewhere around the values of the elements of K 1 and K 2 . An interesting evaluation that can be performed by using the results of Lemma 1 is the determination of the maximum and minimum values for the entries of the control gain K such that the robust stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed. For this particular example, the robust stability is guaranteed for all K = k 11 k 12 k 13 such that −2.9757 ≤ k 11 ≤ −2.7833, −0.5842 ≤ k 12 ≤ −0.3968, −4.6026 ≤ k 13 ≤ −4.3415.
CONCLUSION
This paper has shown that a genetic algorithm can be employed as an effective computer-aided-design tool for the non-convex problem of finding robust stabilizing controllers under the assumptions of: (i) linear systems non-quadratically stabilizable with polytopic uncertainty; and (ii) structure-constrained controllers. A precise statement of the significancy of the genetic algorithm outputs has been sketched here too.
